


❖ Hospice Volunteer 2007-2010

❖ Owner and CEO of Century Lighting, a 

Commercial Lighting Company since 2008

❖ National Association of Independent Lighting 

Distributors Certified Lighting Specialist-1

❖ Executive Certificate in Home Modification –

USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology

❖ Invited member of the Human Centric Lighting 

Society

❖ Co-Chair 2018 & 2019 Walk to End Alzheimer’s



Light:  Visually Evaluated 

Radiant Energy

Natural Light is Dynamic

Electrical light is Static

Mal-illumination

The Silent Epidemic

CHI- Circadian Health 

Institute



A       Healthy Aging Eye Aging Eye

thy Aging Eye

Common Eye conditions



Dementia Affects Vision, Too
Teepa Snow

❖Poor depth perception

❖Shrinking field of vision

❖Poor color and contrast perception

❖Need for brighter light



Intrinsically Photosensitive 

Retinal Ganglion Cells  ipRGC’s

❖ Photoreceptors in the eye 

convert radiant energy into 

electrical signals for the brain

❖ Two classic types of visual 

photoreceptors: rods and cones

❖ Newly discovered 

photoreceptor: melanopsin-

expressing, ganglion cells 

(ipRGCs) max sensitivity 480 

nm



Circadian Rhythm

Circa-about  dia-day
❖ Present in humans, 

animals and plants

❖ Generated by an internal 

time clock that is 

synchronized to light-dark 

cycles

❖ Accounts for waking up at 

the same time everyday

❖ Located in the brain’s 

hypothalamus and pineal 

gland

❖ Entrainment



Healthy Circadian Rhythm

❖Restorative sleep

❖Lowered stress

❖Less anxiety and depression

❖Lower risk for Cardiovascular 

Disease and Type 2 Diabetes

❖Lower incidence of breast and 

prostate cancer



Tips for a Properly Aligned 

Circadian Rhythm

❖Light upon awakening

❖Sufficient bright blue light exposure in 
morning and afternoon

❖Walks outside during breaks and lunch 
times

❖If unable to be outside, then 
appropriate electrical light exposure

❖Both Light and Darkness required



Shorter Days Can Make You SAD
❖ SAD signs and symptoms may include:

❖ Feeling depressed most of the day, nearly every day

❖ Losing interest in activities you once enjoyed

❖ Having low energy

❖ Having problems with sleeping or oversleeping

❖ Experiencing weight gain and appetite changes

❖ Craving high carbohydrate foods

❖ Feeling sluggish or agitated

❖ Having difficulty concentrating

❖ Feeling hopeless, worthless or guilty

❖ Having frequent thoughts of death or suicide.

SCIENCE of LIGHT  October 1, 2019

https://www.scienceoflight.org/shorter-days-can-make-you-sad/


Human Centric Lighting
Human Centric Lighting is aimed at providing the right 

light for our activities at the right place at the right 
time…. Maury Wright

Blue-depleted evening light

Low intensity, blue-depleted 

white light

for as long as possible before 

bedtime to increase sleepiness 

and prepare the brain for sleep

Blue-enriched daytime light
Mimicking the

natural cycle

High intensity, blue-enriched white 

light

as soon as possible after waking to 

decrease sleepiness, and to maintain 

alertness, safety and productivity 

throughout the day



❖ Circadian Rhythm

❖ Mood

❖ Visual Acuity

❖ Energy Savings and 

Sustainability

❖ Improved 

Productivity

Benefits of 

Human Centric Lighting



HCL in Memory Care



National Institute on Aging Awards $3.8 Million for 

Light and Health Research to Dr. Mariana Figueiro

❖ Sleep–wake disturbances are evident in approximately 60% of individuals with MCI. 
Healthy sleep could improve both working and long-term memory, and in a best-case 
scenario, prevent onset of Alzheimer’s disease. Light is the main factor impacting a 
person’s sleep–wake cycle, telling the body when to go to sleep and when to wake up.

❖ Disruption of sleep–wake and rest–activity rhythms are not only consequences of 
Alzheimer’s disease but may also drive disease pathology. Recent research suggests a 
bidirectional relationship between sleep disruption and the deposit of amyloid beta, the 
main component of the amyloid plaques found in the brains of individuals diagnosed with 
Alzheimer’s disease.

❖ Dr. Figueiro’s previous research has shown that tailored lighting delivering high circadian 
stimulus (CS) significantly improved sleep, and reduced depression and agitation in 
people living with Alzheimer’s, compared to baseline and to the inactive condition.

❖ The lighting intervention proposed in the present study could have a significant impact on 
the quality of life for individuals living with MCI.

❖ “Tailored lighting, when properly designed to deliver the correct 
amount of light at the right time, can positively impact health 
and wellbeing,” said Dr. Figueiro.



National Sleep Foundation 

Recommendation

Older Adult (over 65) 

7-8 Hours

Adult (26-64) 

7-9 Hours

Young Adult (18-25) 

7-9 Hours



The brain may clean out Alzheimer’s plaques during sleep  
Science News

Those who slept poorly:

❖ More A-beta plaques visible on brain imaging 

❖ Biological markers of Alzheimer’s in the spinal fluid (2015 in Neurobiology of Aging)

❖ Even one sleepless night appears to leave behind the troublesome protein(SN 7/10/17)

❖ Alzheimer’s is known to cause difficulty sleeping so which comes first?



Stages of Sleep

1. Transition: slowed heartbeat, breathing, eye movements and brain 

waves  5-10 minutes

2. Light sleep: heartbeat and breathing slow further, eye movements stop.  

Your brain begins to experience short bursts of activity 5-15 minutes

3. Most important stage for feeling refreshed:  breathing and heart rate 

reach lowest levels, difficult to awaken, appears in longer periods during 

first ½ of night and then decreases

4. REM sleep:  most dreaming occurs, eyes move quickly side to side, 

breathing gets faster, heart rate and blood pressure increase.  90 

minutes after falling asleep, grows longer with each sleep cycle

With age you spend less time in stage 2 and REM, so you may not feel as 

refreshed, storing memories requires both REM and non-REM, stage 3 for 

fact-based memories, REM for emotional and motor skills and automatic 

activities.



What Are Sleep Disorders?
❖People over 50 tend to spend less time in 

deep, restorative stage 3 and REM sleep

❖ Insomnia- Often linked to depression - it 

is insufficient, disturbed or non-

restorative sleep. Can be caused by 

insufficient daytime activity and bright 

light exposure

❖Circadian Disturbances- Alterations of the 

sleep-wake cycle, day and night get 

reversed



How do we get mixed 

messages for sleep?
❖ Mostly through light and temperature

❖ Artificial light at night

❖ TV, alarm clock, hallway lights, streetlights

❖ Not enough light in the daytime

❖ Bedrooms that keep our body temperature
too warm

CA Brown, University Alberta



Benefits of a Good Night’s Sleep

❖ Improved Quality of life

❖ Improved Mood

❖Decreased risk of Falls/Better Balance & 

Ambulation

❖ Increased Cognitive Function/Accuracy 

❖ Increased Reaction Time

❖Quicker Wound Healing

❖Better Hormonal Function



For a Better Night’s Sleep
❖Bright light in the morning

❖Bright blue light 

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

❖Avoid blue light in the 
evening before bedtime

❖Blue Blocking Glasses

❖Have no blue light while 
you are sleeping

❖Sleep with total darkness

Sources of Blue 

Light
I Phones

Alarm Clocks

Computers

TV’s

Some LED LIGHTS

I Pads

E Readers





Thank You
Contact me at:

Suzanne@lumenelement.com

Website:

www.lumenelement.com

For information on sleep and sleep aids

For current research please like and follow 
my Lumen Element Facebook page

mailto:Suzanne@lumenelement.com
http://www.lumenelement.com/

